




My paintings are considered Contemporary 
Abstracts: they are expressive, full of color, energy, 
bold, and inspirational. The scope of my work 
varies, and each series has a different vision and 
infused with a positive message that encourages 
me to believe in myself and inspire others. In my 
experience, collectors initially love the aesthetic of 
my work, but when I share my inspiration and 
message behind it, they fall in love with the piece. 

I find inspiration in nature’s untamed colors and the 
vibrant fusion of both my Mexican and American 
cultures.  The result creates a unique snapshot of 
the moment in time from my life. My journey has 
been my education; feeling confident in my work, 
learning from my mistakes as a self-taught artist, 
and discovering new techniques. The value of my 
struggle is the final composition of my artwork. 
Painting has become my passion, and I want to 
continue to inspire others through my work and 
life.

ARTIST STATEMENT



Edgar Medina is a Houston, TX-based artist best known for his collections of vibrant abstract and mixed 
media paintings. In 2009, Edgar decided to peruse his artist passion full time and has been fortunate to have 
developed collectors internationally.

His passion for art stems from his youth. Born in a small town in Mexico, Edgar spent much of his childhood 
indoors due to medical issues, where he found a love for art and painting. At an early age, his imagination 
went wild in exploring color through his artistic expressions and the influence of his vibrant Mexican 
heritage.

Edgar is a self-taught artist. His abilities stem from his continued interest in new materials that allow him to 
capture the natural inspirations he finds in his daily life. His works are continually evolving both in his artistic 
expressions and the mediums he incorporates into his work.

Staying true to his local roots, Edgar Medina operates out his ] studio in Montrose. Honored by the support 
of his community, he continues to find ways to partner with local charities to assist in fundraising and 
community outreach efforts. Edgar’s work can often be found at many local art shows and has been featured 
in fairs nationally including Chicago, Los Angeles, New Orleans, Miami, and Santa Fe.

ABOUT EDGAR



2011 | Art Chicago

2012 | Los Angeles Art Show

2013 | Los Angeles Art Show

2013 | Art Santa Fe

2013 | Red Dot Miami

2014 | Art Sana Fe

2019 | The Other Art Fair Dallas

SELECTED EXHIBITIONS





Edgar Medina has always made a priority to find opportunities to use his artistic talents to give back. With a 
personal history in childhood illnesses, he has continued to establish deep charity relationships with the 
medical community.

Edgar Medina originals have helped to raise a substantial amount for many Houston area charities including 
American Cancer Society, MDA, Victory Houston- Cattle Barron's Ball, Foundation for Teen Health with 
Baylor College of Medicine, Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation and Tahirih Justice Center.

In 2013, Edgar was awarded a Volunteer Houston Service Award for his involvement with MDA Gulf Coast's 
Summer Camp for kids.

COMMUNITY

“I am so blessed to be able to give back to my community through my work. It is so 
satisfying to see the proceeds from my art go to help a child with cancer, provide 
medical services to low-income teens, or send a child with Muscular Dystrophy to 
camp. It is important for me to give back to the community in honor of all that I have 
achieved and overcome in my life.”





Edgar offers a unique opportunity to bring his 
creative process to life and entertain with a live 
painting experience. Edgar transforms a canvas 
into a one of a kind painting within only a few 
hours. Seeing his artist process creates an 
entertaining and memorable experience for 
guests and elevates the overall event.

Edgar’s live paintings have been commissioned 
for events including Charity Fundraisers, 
Corporate and Private Events, and Weddings.

LIVE PAINTINGS



Pushing the Limits





Phoenix





Translucent





Live





Freedom



edgar@medinaedgar.com

www.medinaedgar.com

@EdgarMedinaStudio

@EdgarMedinaArt

Houston, Texas

832.453.8549

CONTACT EDGAR



www.MedinaEdgar.com


